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APPENDIX NOT FOR PUBLICATION
Full database of 1,300 series used during the pre-screening
procedure of the variables entering the FAVAR model
Commodities
S&P GSCI Commodity Spot - PRICE INDEX
S&P GSCI Commodity Excess Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
S&P GSCI Commodity Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
S&P GSCI Energy Spot- PRICE INDEX
S&P GSCI Red. EnergyExcess Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
S&P GSCI Energy Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
Reuters Commodities Index - PRICE INDEX
Moody’s Commodities Index - PRICE INDEX
MLCX Spot Index - PRICE INDEX
MLCX Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
MLCX Crude Oil (WTI)Excess Return - EXCESS RETURN
MLCX Crude Oil (WTI)Spot Index - PRICE INDEX
MLCX Crude Oil (WTI)Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
MLCX Natural Gas Excess Return - EXCESS RETURN
MLCX Natural Gas Spot Index - PRICE INDEX
MLCX Natural Gas Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
London Brent Crude Oil Index US$/BBL - PRICE INDEX
London Natural Gas Index P/Therm - PRICE INDEX
Global Insight Coal Index Basis 6000 - PRICE INDEX
DJ UBS-Spot Commodity Index - PRICE INDEX
DJ UBS-Spot Commodity Index - PRICE INDEX
DJ UBS Commodity Index (AUD) TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Commodity Index (CHF) ER - EXCESS RETURN
DJ UBS 50/50 Energy&Agri Comdty TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Energy Index ER - EXCESS RETURN
DJ UBS-Commodity Index (Euro) TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Heating Oil Sub Index TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Natural Gas Sub Index TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Petroleum Index TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Unleaded Gas Sub Index TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
DJ UBS-Future Commodity Ind ER - EXCESS RETURN
CX Agriculturals Index ER - EXCESS RETURN
CX Energy Index ER -EXCESS RETURN
CYD Long Only ExcessReturn - EXCESS RETURN
CYD Long Only Total Return - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
CYD Long Short Excess Return - EXCESS RETURN
CYD Long Short TotalReturn - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
CRB Spot Index (1967=100) - PRICE INDEX
TR Equal Weight CCI - PRICE INDEX
TR Equal Weight CCI Currency Index - PRICE INDEX
TR Equal Weight CCI Energy 1977=100 - PRICE INDEX
TR Equal Weight CCI Interest Rates - PRICE INDEX
Westpac Commodity Futures Ind - PRICE INDEX
Seasonal Comm. Index Total EUR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
Seasonal Comm. Index Excess EUR - EXCESS RETURN
China & India Comm. Index Excess EUR - EXCESS RETURN
China & India Comm. Index Total EUR - RETURN IND. (OFCL)
Global Insight Coal Index Basis 6000 - PRICE INDEX
Fuel Oil, No.2 (New York), C/Gallon
Crude Oil-Brent Cur.Month FOB US$/BBL
Gasoline,Unld. Reg. Oxy. NY Cts/Gal
Natural Gas-Henry Hub $/MMBTU
Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE US$/MT
Gas Oil-EEC CIF Cargos NWE US$/MT
London Natural Gas Index P/Therm - PRICE INDEX
Crude Oil-Brent Dated FOB US$/BBL
Crude Oil-Brent Cur.Month FOB US$/BBL
Crude Spread Brent M-M+1 UK Close
Crude Spread Brent M-M+1 NY Close
Crude Spread WTI- Brent M NY CloseBrent Fut Swap M1 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap M6 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Q1 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Q4 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Y1 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Y2 S.Voe U$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Y3 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Y4 S.Voe US$/BBL
Brent Fut Swap Y5 S.Voe US$/BBL
Powernext Elec. Baseload E/Mwh
Powernext Elec. Peakload E/Mwh
APX-Electricity Avg Price Base Load
APX-Electricity Spot NL 24:00
APX-Electricity Avg Super Peak Hours
APX-Electricity Avg Oﬀ Peak Hours
DJ Cinergy Elec. Firm On Peak - PRICE INDEX
EEX - Phelix Base Hr.01-24 E/Mwh
Nordpool-ElectricityAvg Reference
APX Power UK Spot Base Load Index
Gasoline Conv. US Prod. MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Gasoline Conv. US Stocks MBBL - INVENTORY VOLUME
Crude Oil US Days of Supply - VALUE
Crude Oil US Exports MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Crude Oil US Imports MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Crude Oil US Imports MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Crude Oil US Imports MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Name
Crude Oil Reﬁnery Inputs MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Crude Oil-US W-A FOBU$/BBL
Crude Oil-WTI FOB Cushing $/BBL
Distillate Reﬁnery Prod. MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Distillate US Stocks MBBL - INVENTORY VOLUME
Distillate US Days ofSupply - VALUE
Distillate US ImportsMBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Diesel No.2 LA Low Sulfur FOB C/GAL
Diesel No.2 NYH Low Sulfur FOB C/GAL
Gasoline Finished US Prod. MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Gasoline Finished US Stocks MBBL - INVENTORY VOLUME
Fuel Oil US Imports MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Fuel Oil Reﬁnery Prod. MBBL/Day - TURNOVER
Fuel Oil US Stocks MBBL - INVENTORY VOLUME
Natural Gas-Henry Hub $/MCF
Natural Gas-Henry Hub $/MMBTU
London Natural Gas Index P/Therm - PRICE INDEX
Fuel Oil, No.2 (New York), C/Gallon
Gas Oil-EEC CIF Cargos NWE US$/MT
Gasoline,Unld. Reg. Oxy. NY Cts/Gal
Jet Kerosene-Cargos CIF NWE US$/MT
Macroeconomics and Finance
UK TREASURY BILL TENDER 1M - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREASURY BILL TENDER 3M - MIDDLE RATE
US FEDERAL FUNDS TARGET RATE - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2NDMARKET 3 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
EURO OVERNIGHT INDEX AVERAGE(EONIA) - OFFERED RATE
EURONIA OVERNIGHT AVG. (LDN:WMBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK OVERNIGHT - MIDDLE RATE
US CALL MONEY’DEAD’ - MIDDLE RATE
EURO EURO-CURR 1 M (FT/ICAP/TR) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO EURO-CURR 1 WK (FT/ICAP/TR) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO EURO-CURR 1 YR (FT/ICAP/TR) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO EURO-CURR 3 M (FT/ICAP/TR) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO EURO-CURR 6 M (FT/ICAP/TR) - MIDDLE RATEUK CLEARING BANKS BASE RATE - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK OVERNIGHT - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK 7 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK 1 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK 6 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK 1 YEAR -MIDDLE RATE
UK INTERBANK 11 AM FIXING(USD)3 MTH - OFFERED RATE
UK INTERBANK 11 AM FIXING(USD)1 MTH - OFFERED RATE
UK INTERBANK 11 AM FIXING(USD)6 MTH - OFFERED RATE
UK INTERBANK 11 AM FIXING(USD)1 YR - OFFERED RATE
UK GROSS REDEMPTION YIELD ON 20 YEAR GILTS (PERIOD AVERAGE)
UK AVERAGE MONTHLY GROSS FLAT YIELD ON 2.5% CONSOLS
UK GROSS INTEREST YIELD ON 2.5% CONSOLS (END PERIOD)
UK BGS 2.5% TRASURY INDEX LINKED 2016 GROSS FLAT YIELD
UK AVERAGE GROSS REDEMPTION YIELD ON 5 YR GOV.SECS(PERIOD AVE)
UK GROSS REDEMPTION YIELD ON 10 YEAR GILT EDGED STOCKS(AVE)
UK GROSS REDEMPTION YIELD ON 20 YEAR GILTS (PERIOD AVERAGE)
UK REPO BENCHMARK O/N(LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 1 WEEK (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 2 WEEK (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 3 WEEK (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 1 MTH (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 2 MTH (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 3 MTH (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 6 MTH (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 9 MTH (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK REPO BENCHMARK 1 YEAR (LDN:BBA) - MIDDLE RATE
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 1M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 2M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 3M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 4M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 5M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 6M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 7M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 8M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 9M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 10M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 11M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 12M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 13M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 14M - RED. YIELD
UK GOVT. LIAB. NOM. SPOT CURVE 15M - RED. YIELD
US BANK PRIME LOAN -MIDDLE RATE
US CD SECONDARY MARKET 1 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US CD SECONDARY MARKET 3 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US CD SECONDARY MARKET 6 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US CD SECONDARY MARKET 3 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US CD SECONDARY MARKET 6 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 1 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 7 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 15 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) NONFIN 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 1 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 7 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 15 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER A2/P2 NONFIN 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 1 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 7 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 15 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) FIN 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATEUS COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 1 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 7 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 15 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMM PAPER (AA) ASS.BACKD 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER NON FIN 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER NON FIN 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER NON FIN 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER FIN 30 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER FIN 60 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US COMMERCIAL PAPER FIN 90 DAY - MIDDLE RATE
US CORPORATE BOND MOODY’S S’ND AAA - MIDDLE RATE
US CORPORATE BOND MOODYS S’ND AAA - MIDDLE RATE
US CORPORATE BOND MOODY’S S’ND BAA - MIDDLE RATE
US CORPORATE BOND MOODYS S’ND BAA - MIDDLE RATE
US DISCOUNT WINDOW SEAS CREDIT - MIDDLE RATE
US DISCOUNT WINDOW PRIMARY CREDIT - MIDDLE RATE
US DISCOUNT WINDOW SECONDARY CREDIT - MIDDLE RATE
US FEDERAL FUNDS (EFFECTIVE) - MIDDLE RATE
US FED FUNDS EFFECT RATE (7 DAY AVG) - MIDDLE RATE
US FEDERAL FUNDS TARGET RATE - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 1 MTH (BID,LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 3 MTH (BID,LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 6 MTH (BID,LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US FEDERAL FUNDS (EFFECTIVE) - MIDDLE RATE
US FED FUNDS EFFECT RATE (7 DAY AVG) - MIDDLE RATE
US FEDERAL FUNDS TARGET RATE - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 1 MTH. (BID, LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 3 MTH. (BID, LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US EURO$ DEP. 6 MTH. (BID, LDN) - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MKT 4-WK - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MARKET 3 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MARKET 6 MONTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MARKET 4-WEEK - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MARKET 3 MONTHS - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 2ND MARKET 6 MONTHS - MIDDLE RATE
US T-BILL COUPON EQUIV: 4 WEEKS - MIDDLE RATE
US T-BILL COUPON EQUIV: 3 MONTHS - MIDDLE RATE
US T-BILL COUPON EQUIV: 6 MONTHS - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 3 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 6 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 3MTH (FT) (DISC) - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 2 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 3 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 5 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 7 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 30 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 5 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 7 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 20 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 5 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 7 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT MATURITIES 20 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS - CONSTANT 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TIPS COMPOSITE > 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 1 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 3 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 6 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 2 YR - MIDDLE RATEUS TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 3 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 5 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 7 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 20 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT - 30 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY COMPOSITE >10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 1 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 3 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 6 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 2 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 3 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 5 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 7 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 10 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 20 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY CONSTANT MATURITIES 30 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US CONVENTIONAL FIXED MORTGAGES - MIDDLE RATE
US STATE & LOCAL BOND MIDDLE RATE - MIDDLE RATE
US PRIME RATE CHARGED BY BANKS - MIDDLE RATE
US TREASURY BILL 3MTH (FT) (DISC) - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO GC - AM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO GC - PM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 2 YEAR - AM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 2 YEAR - PM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 5 YEAR - AM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 5 YEAR - PM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 10 YEAR - AM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 10 YEAR - PM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 30 YEAR - AM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO 30 YEAR - PM - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 GC RATE - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 GC TBILL - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 ACTIVE 2YR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 02 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 ACTIVE 3YR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 03 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 ACTIVE 5YR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 05 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 ACTIVE 10Y - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 010 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US OVERNIGHT REPO MM 10:00 ACTIVE 30Y - MIDDLE RATE
INDICATED BID SIDE REPO GC RATE - MIDDLE RATE
INDICATED BID SIDE REPO GC TBILL - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO ACTIVE 2 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 02 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO ACTIVE 3Y (DEAD) - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 03 YEAR (DEAD) - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO ACTIVE 5 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 05 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO ACTIVE 10 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 010 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO ACTIVE 30 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 030YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 1 WK. - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 2 WK. - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 3 WK. - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 1 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 2 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US BID SIDE REPO 12:00 TERM 3 MTH - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 30YR CONTRACT (FREDDIE MAC) - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 30YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-N EAST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 30YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-S EAST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 30YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-N CNTRL - MIDDLE RATEUS FRM 30YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-S WEST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 30YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-WEST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR CONTRACT (FREDDIE MAC) - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-N EAST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-S EAST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-N CNTRL - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-S WEST - MIDDLE RATE
US FRM 15YR (FREDDIE MAC AVG)-WEST - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC) TREAS.INDEX 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC AVG.)N.EAST 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC AVG.)S.EAST 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC AVG.)N.CNTL.1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC AVG.)S.WEST 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
US ARM (FREDDIE MAC AVG.) WEST 1 YR - MIDDLE RATE
CONVL MTG EFFECT RTE - TREAS 1Y ARM - ES
CONVL MTG EFFECTIVE RATE - 15 YR FRM - ES
CONVL MTG EFFECTIVE RATE - 30 YR FRM - ES
CONVL MORTGAGE PNTS - TREAS 1Y ARM - ES
CONVL MORTGAGE PNTS - 15 YR FRM - ES
CONVL MORTGAGE PNTS - 30 YR FRM - ES
CONVL MTG CONTRACT - TREAS 1Y ARM - ES
CONVL MTG CONTRACT RATE - 15 YR FRM - ES
CONVL MTG CONTRACT RATE - 30 YR FRM - ES
FHA MORTGAGE RATE - EFFECTIVE - ES
FHA MORTGAGE POINTS - ES
FHA MORTGAGE RATE - CONTRACT - ES
EURONIA OVERNIGHT AVG. (LDN:WMBA) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO INTERBANK O/N (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 1 WK (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 2 WK (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 1 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 2 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 3 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 4 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 5 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 6 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 7 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 8 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 9 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 10 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 11 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO INTERBANK 12 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK O/N (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 1 WEEK (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 2 WEEK (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 1 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 2 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 3 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 4 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 5 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 6 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 7 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 8 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 9 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 10 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 11 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
US INTERBANK 12 MTH (LDN:BBA) - OFFERED RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK T/N (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 1 WEEK (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 2 WEEK (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 3 WEEK (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 1 MTH (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 2 MTH (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 3 MTH (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 6 MTH (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATEEURO REPO BENCHMARK 9 MTH (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO REPO BENCHMARK 1YEAR (EUR:FBE) - MIDDLE RATE
AUSTRALIA BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
AUSTRIA BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
BELGIUM BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
CANADA BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
CHINA BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
CZECH BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
DENMARK BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
EURO BENCHMARK BOND (SYNTHETIC) - RED. YIELD
FINLAND BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
FRANCE BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
GERMANY BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
GREECE BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
IRELAND BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
ITALY BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
JAPAN BENCHMARK BOND -SYLD.10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
JAPAN BENCHMARK BOND -RYLD.10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
NETHERLAND BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
NORWAY BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
PORTUGAL BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
SOUTH AFRICAN LONGES T DATED ’DEAD’ - RED. YIELD
SPAIN BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
SWEDEN BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
SWITZERLAND BNCHMRK. BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
UK BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
UK BENCHMARK BOND 15 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 30 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 10 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
US TREAS.BENCHMARK BOND 30 YR (DS) - RED. YIELD
AUSTRALIA BOND YLD. GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
CANADA BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
DENMARK BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
JAPAN BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
SWEDEN BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
SWITZERLAND BOND YD. GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
UK BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
US BOND YIELD GOVT.10 YR(ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO AREA BOND YIELD GOVT.10YR (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO AREA BOND YIELD GOVT.2 YR (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
AUSTRALIA BOND YLD. CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
CANADA BOND YIELD CORPORATE ’DEAD’ - MIDDLE RATE
DENMARK BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
JAPAN BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
SWEDEN BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
SWITZERLAND BOND YD. CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
UK BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
US BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO AREA BOND YIELD CORPORATE (ECON) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO OVERNIGHT INDEX AVERAGE(EONIA) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 1 WEEK - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 2 WEEK - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 3 WEEK - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 1 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 2 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 3 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 4 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 5 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 6 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 7 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 8 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 9 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 10 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 11 MONTH - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 12 MONTH - OFFERED RATEEURIBOR 1 WEEK (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 2 WEEK (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 3 WEEK (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 1 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 2 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 3 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 4 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 5 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 6 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 7 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 8 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 9 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 10 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 11 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURIBOR 12 MONTH (ACT/365) - OFFERED RATE
EURO MARGINAL LENDING (ECB) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO OVERNIGHT DEPOSIT (ECB) - MIDDLE RATE
EURO SHORT TERM REPO (ECB) - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS L-T REFI - MARGINAL - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS MAIN REFI - MINIMUM BID - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS MAIN REFI - MARGINAL - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS MAIN REFI - WEIGHTED - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS L-T REFI - FIXED - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS L-T REFI - MARGINAL - MIDDLE RATE
EUROSYS L-T REFI - WEIGHTED - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 1 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 2 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 3 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 4 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 5 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 6 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 7 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 8 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 9 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 10 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 12 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 15 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 20 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 25 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
US (USD) IR SWAP 30 YEAR - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 2YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 3YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 4YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 5 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 6YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 7YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 8YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 9YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 10YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 12YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 15YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 20YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 25YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
UK TREAS.BENCHMARK 30YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 2 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 3 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 4 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 5 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 6YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 7 YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 8YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 9YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 10YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 12YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 15YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATEUS TREAS.BENCHMARK 20YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 25YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
US TREAS.BENCHMARK 30YR SPREAD OVER - MIDDLE RATE
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 6Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 1M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 6Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 3M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 6Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
EURO VS EURIBOR 6M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 6M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 1Y FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 2Y FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3Y FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3Y FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)UK (GBP) 3Y FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3Y FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK (GBP) 3Y FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 6Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 3M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 1Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 2Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 3Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 4Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 5Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 6Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 7Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 8Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 9Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
US (USD) 6M FWD 10Y SWAPTION - IMPLIED VOL(MID)
UK ZERO CURVE SPT - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 1Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 2Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 5M - ZERO YIELDUK ZERO CURVE 3Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 3Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 4Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 5Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 6Y - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 6Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
UK ZERO CURVE 6Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE SPT - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 7M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 1Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 7M - ZERO YIELDUS ZERO CURVE 2Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 2Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 3Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 4Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 3M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 4M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 5M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 6M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 7M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 8M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 9M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 10M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 5Y 11M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 6Y - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 6Y 1M - ZERO YIELD
US ZERO CURVE 6Y 2M - ZERO YIELD
AUSTRALIAN $ TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
BULGARIAN LEV TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
BRAZILIAN REAL TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
CANADIAN $ TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
CHINESE RENMINBI TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
CROATIAN KUNA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
CZECH KORUNA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
DANISH KRONE TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
ESTONIAN KROON TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
HONG KONG DOLLAR TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
HUNGARIAN FORINT TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
ICELANDIC KRONA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
INDONESIAN RUPIAH TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
JAPANESE YEN TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
KOREAN WON TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
LATVIAN LAT TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
LITHUANIAN LITA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
MALAYSIAN RINGGIT TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
MEXICAN PESO TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
NEW ZEALAND $ TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
NORWEGIAN KRONE TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATEPHILIPPINE PESO TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
POLISH ZLOTY TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
NEW ROMANIAN LEU TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
RUSSIAN ROUBLE TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
SINGAPORE DOLLAR TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
SLOVAK KORUNA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
SOUTH AFRICAN RAND TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
SWEDISH KRONA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
SWISS FRANC TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
THAI BAHT TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
NEW TURKISH LIRA TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
UK GBP TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO EURO (ECB) - EXCHANGE RATE
AUSTRIAN SCHIL.TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
BELGIAN FRANC TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
CYPRIOT POUND TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
FINNISH MARKKA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
FRENCH FRANC TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
GERMAN MARK TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
GREEK DRACHMA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
IRISH PUNT TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
ITALIAN LIRA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
MALTESE LIRA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
LUXEMBOURG FRANC TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
NETH. GUILDER TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
PORTUGUESE ESCUDO TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
SLOVAK KORUNA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
SLOVENIAN TOLAR TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
SPANISH PESETA TO EURO FIXED - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO EURO 10AM NY - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO UK č 10AM NY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CANADIAN $ 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / CZECH KORUNA 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /HUNGARIAN FRT. 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATEEURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /ISRAELI SHEKEL 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / JAPANESE YEN 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO /NORWEGIAN KRN. 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / POLISH ZLOTY 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / S.AFR.RAND 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / UK POUND 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / SWEDISH KRONA SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / SWEDISH KRONA 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / SWEDISH KRONA 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / SWEDISH KRONA 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
EURO / SWEDISH KRONA 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / JAPAN.YEN 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND STERLING 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. SPOT WEEK FX VOL - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 1M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 2M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 3M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 6M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 9M FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATE
UK POUND / SWISS FR. 1Y FX VOLATILITY - EXCHANGE RATEAUSTRALIAN $ INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
CANADIAN $ INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
DANISH KRONE INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
EURO INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
JAPANESE YEN INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
NEW ZEALAND $ INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
NORWEGIAN KRONE IDX. 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
UK č EFFECTIVE INDEX JAN 05=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
UK č BROAD INDEX JAN 05=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
UK č INDEX (IMF) 1990=100 (’DEAD’ - TRADE WEIGHTED
SWEDISH KRONA INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
SWISS FRANC INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
US $ INDEX 1990=100 (BOE) - TRADE WEIGHTED
US $ TO TAIWAN NEW $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO ARGENTINE PESO (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO AUSTRALIAN $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO AUSTRIAN SCHILLING ’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO BAHRAINI DINAR (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO BELGIAN FRANC CM (’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO BELGIAN FRANC FN (’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO CANADIAN $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO CHINESE YUAN (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO CYPRUS POUND (GTI’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO CZECH KORUNA (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO DANISH KRONE (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO EGYPT POUND (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO ECUADOR SUCRE(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO EURO(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO FIJIAN DOLLAR (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO FINNISH MARKKA (GT’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO FRENCH FRANC (GTI’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO GREEK DRACHMA (G’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO HONG KONG $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 100 HUNG. FORINT (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 100 ICELAND KRONA (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 100 INDIAN RUPEE (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 1000 INDO. RUPIAH (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO IRISH PUNT (GTIS’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO ISRAELI SHEKEL (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO ITALIAN LIRA (GTIS’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 100 JAPANESE YEN (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO KENYAN SHILL. (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SOUTH KOREAN WON (GTIS/TR)) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO KUWAITI DINAR (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO 10 LEBANESE POUNDS (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO MALAYSIAN RINGGIT(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO MALTESE LIRA (GTIS’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO MAURITIUS RUPEE (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO MEXICAN PESO (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO MORROCAN DIRHAM (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO NETHERLANDS GUILDER (G’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO NEW ZEALAND $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO NORWEGIAN KRONE (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO OMANI RIAL (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO PHILIPPINE PESO (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO POLISH ZLOTY (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO PORTUGUESE ESCUDO (GT’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO QATARI RIYAL (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO RUSSIAN ROUBLE (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SAUDI RIYAL (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SINGAPORE $ (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SOUTH AFR. CM.RAND(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATEUS $ TO SOUTH AFR. FN.RAND(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SPANISH PESETA (GT’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SRI LANKAN RUPEES (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO UK GBP (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SWEDISH KRONA (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO SWISS FRANC (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO THAI BAHT (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO TUNISIAN DINAR (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO UAE DIRHAM (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO URUGUAY PESO (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO VENEZUELAN BOL. F.(GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO GERMAN MARK (GTIS’DEAD’ - EXCHANGE RATE
US $ TO NEW TURKISH LIRA (GTIS/TR) - EXCHANGE RATE
Equities
S&P 500 COMPOSITE(16.00) - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 GBP - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 EUR - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 YEN - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 CAD - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 COMPOSITE - PRICE INDEX
S&P 500 CAD HDG - PRICE INDEX
NYSECOMPOSITE - PRICE INDEX
CBOE INTERNET INDEX LEAPS - PRICE INDEX
CBOE OEX VOLATILITY VXO (OLD) - PRICE INDEX
CBOE OIL - PRICE INDEX
CBOE SPX VOLATILITY VIX (NEW) - PRICE INDEX
CBOE NDX VOLATILITY (VXN) - PRICE INDEX
CBOE CHINA INDEX CYX - PRICE INDEX
CBOE DJIA BUYWRITE INDEX - PRICE INDEX
CBOE EQUITY PUT/CALL RATIO - PRICE INDEX
CBOE NASDAQ 100 BUYWRITE INDEX - PRICE INDEX
CBOE PUT/CALL RATIO - PRICE INDEX
CBOE RUSSELL 2000 BUYWRITE INDEX - PRICE INDEX
CBOE S&P 500BUYWRITE INDEX - PRICE INDEX
CBOE-DJ INDUSTRIALS UNDERLYING - PRICE INDEX
US-DS Market - PRICE INDEX
US-DS DS-MARKET EX TMT - PRICE INDEX
US-DS NON-FINANCIAL - PRICE INDEX
FTSEW UNITED STATES $ - PRICE INDEX
FTSE W UNITED STATES č - PRICE INDEX
FTSE W UNITED STATES E - PRICE INDEX
GPR 250 PSI US - PRICE INDEX
GPR 250 PSI US (E) - PRICE INDEX
GPR GENERAL PSI US - TOT RETURN IND
GPR GENERAL PSI US (E) - TOT RETURN IND
MORGAN STANLEY RETAILERS INDEX - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ OMX 100 $ - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ 100 - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ 100 EQUAL WEIGHTED - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ PRE MARKET INDEX - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ AFTER HOURS INDEX - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ 100 DS-CALC. - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ BIOTECHNOLOGY DS-CALC. - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ COMPOSITE DS-CALC. - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ FINANCIAL-100 DS-CALC. - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ BANKS - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ BIOTECHNOLOGY - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ INDUSTRIALS - PRICE INDEX
NASDAQ TELECOMM. - PRICE INDEX
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AXIS ENERGYBP PRUDHOE BAY RTY.TST.




































































































RBS CAPITAL FUNDING TST. VII 6.8% PF.SECS.
LIFESTORE FINANCIAL
RBS CAP.FUNDING TST.V 5.9% NCUM.GTD.TST.PF.
RBS CAP.FUNDING TST.VI 6.25%
ALAMOGORDO FINL.
ALASKA PACIFIC BCSH.









ALLIANCE INDUSTRIES INCO. ’A’
ALLEGHENY BANCSHARES






































































EL PASO EN.CAP.TST.I PF. CV TST.SECS
























Source: Thomson Financial Datastream